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Chapter 1 : Is Heathcliff a Murderer?: Great Puzzles in Nineteenth-Century Fiction by John Sutherland
Is Heathcliff a Murderer? Puzzles in Nineteenth-century Fiction, is a book of literary conundrums, ideal for brainboxes to
get their teeth racedaydvl.com author, John Sutherland, is a British academic, a Professor of English literature with a
distinguished record, and a yen for the Victorian age.

Great Puzzles in Nineteenth-century Fiction Readers of Victorian fiction must often have tripped up on
seeming amalies, enigmas and mysteries in their favourite vels. Does Becky kill Jos at the end of Vanity Fair?
Why does one tice that Hatty is pregnant in Adam Bede? How, exactly, does Victor Frankenstein make his
monster? Why does Dracula come to England rather than neighbouring Germany? Why does Sherlock
Holmes, of all people, get the name of his client wrong? In Is Heathcliff a Murderer? Applying these real
world questions to fiction is t in any sense intended to catch out the velists who are invariably cleverer than
their most detectively-inclined readers. Typically, one finds a reason for the seeming amaly. Not blunders, that
is, but unexpected felicities and ingenious justifications. However, if you want to choose Express Post or just
need the book posted more quickly, please let us know by message and we will endeavour to have your book
in the post the same day. Returns Our store offers a 30 day full refund for returned items. Again, drop us a
message if you choose to use this service so we can keep an eye out for your returned book and supply your
refund as quickly as possible. Feedback If you do have any concerns with your purchase, please contact us
before leaving feedback - we try hard to resolve any issues that arise, but we can only do that if we are aware
of the problem. It lets us know that you are happy with your purchase, and lets our other customers know too.
We leave feedback in response to all feedback received. It is our pleasure to offer a wide range of books from
our store in the beautiful Yarra Valley in Victoria. We love good books and the opportunity to share that
passion with you. Finally, if you have any questions, please ask and we will respond as quickly as we can!
Postage and handling The seller has not specified a postage method to Germany. Contact the seller- opens in a
new window or tab and request postage to your location. Please enter a valid postcode. Yarra Valley, Australia
Posting to: Australia There are 1 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid
country. Please enter five or nine numbers for the postcode. Domestic handling time Will usually post within 1
business day of receiving cleared payment - opens in a new window or tab. Return policy Item must be
returned within 30 days after the buyer receives it The buyer is responsible for return postage costs. You must
return items in their original packaging and in the same condition as when you received them. More
information at returns.
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Can Jane Eyre be Happy? More puzzles in Classic Fiction is a follow-up to John Sutherland's excellent first book of this
type, "Is Heathcliff a Murderer?Puzzles in Nineteenth-century Fiction".

Topping it all over, the cover of the copy I read has a lovely picture of Olivier as Heathcliff on it. In other
words, having never read This is a series of books based on the subtitle of this first one: But the chapters on
Jane Eyre and Oliver Twist et al. Charles Dickens, Oliver Twist --This is about when he is rescued and taken
to the country but "dreams" he sees Fagin at the window. Yet, miles away from Rochester, Jane clearly hears
him calling her at the very moment he later admits to saying her name. What was Bronte talking about??
Stevenson, Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde --Interestingly, Stevenson never provides a detailed description of the evil
Mr Hyde, even though he does a masterful job of telling us what Dr. Were the Misses Stoner some kind of
sex-slaves of their step-father? Why did Miss Stoner die so young, subsequent to the solving of the mystery
itself? Sutherland has done several other books. Apple Blossom In June? The Heart of Midlothian 5. Mysteries
of The Dickensian Year? Is Heathcliff a Murderer? Does Becky Kill Jos? Who Is Helen Chapters 1. On a
Gross Anachronism? What is Jo Sweeping? What is Hetty Waiting for? The Woman in White Is Will
Ladislaw Legitimate? The Way We Live Now Where is Tenway Junction? The Prime Minister Portrait of a
Lady Dr Jekyll And Mr Hyde The Master of Ballantrae The Picture of Dorian Gray Is Alec a Rapist?
Mystery of the Speckled Band? What Does Arabella Donn Throw? Jude the Obscure Weir of Hermiston
WhyDoes the Count Come to Englad? How Old is Kim Kim.
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Chapter 3 : Can Jane Eyre Be Happy?: More Puzzles in Classic Fiction by John Sutherland | LibraryThing
After reading this book (which discusses works by Bronte, Charles Dickens, Jane Austen, and George Eliot, amongst
many others) I can guarantee that you will look at some of your favorite books in an entirely new way - see depths,
puzzles, and inconsistencies in them that you never saw before.

Puzzles in Nineteenth-century Fiction". It is another book of literary conundrums, ideal for enthusiasts of the
Classics to get their teeth into. The author is a British academic, a distinguished Professor of English literature,
and an author. The conundrums here all have their source in classic English novels, plus a couple of American
ones, h Can Jane Eyre be Happy? The conundrums here all have their source in classic English novels, plus a
couple of American ones, hence it is far more stimulating and satisfying topic for a reader who is conversant
with the novels themselves. However, he writes so entertainingly that each piece could act as a trigger to read
an unknown work. The premise here is that a novel should be authentic and believable; both internally
consistent and also true to the times. Thirty-two novels are chosen and for all except four, there are separate
essays. Two are paired in a joint piece, twice. John Sutherland carefully analyses the text, highlighting
apparent inconsistencies, anachronisms and oversights. Sometimes it becomes clear though, that the author
probably just forgot a minor detail. So are these all mistakes on the part of the author? Are we just trying to
catch the great authors out? Well, it seems to vary. Here is one example: Mr Pickwick simply starts to conduct
his "club", as a sort of hobby in late middle age, already being retired from the hurlyburly of an unspecified
profession. Mr Pickwick is clearly educated and quite wealthy. We learn through events in the text that he has
no knowledge of firearms, plus he is lost when confronted by lawyers, so he cannot have either been in the
Army, or have had anything to do with the Law. We do not know if he inherited his money, although it is
unlikely since he is "retired". Neither do we know how far his education was pursued; he never mentions any
university friends or societies, nor any political affiliations. In fact he seems to have no friends outside the
"club" at all. We do not know where he comes from. He has no regional accent, but does not seem to know
much of London except the small area where he lives. The only things we do know, are the fact that he likes
tomato sauce with his chops, that he lives in rented rooms on the third floor, and even people who have never
read the book may well instantly recognise his genial, rotund, bespectacled appearance: A little bit of
background knowledge helps. It was also published in serial form, with "no going back". Of course he
developed it into far more and it kicked off his amazing career. For more about this see my review link here.
In this case, the scenario was set up before Dickens ever came on the scene It is therefore not surprising that
the details are sketchy if you will pardon the pun. John Sutherland points out another twist which had never
occurred to me. He has a habit of making ridiculous claims, seeming to have done everything, everywhere. He
simply has too many pasts. For others, it might prove frustrating, seem to miss the point, or be merely
irrelevant. If like me you enjoy these "brainteasers", you will be pleased to hear that the author went on to
write a further third one in the series. They are nice to dip into just after you have read a particular novel,
although some puzzle fanatics with good memories might enjoy reading the book straight through. Here is an
alphabetical list of authors, each of whom have an essay devoted to one or more of their novels in this
particular volume: Jane Austen 2 R. Ballantyne included with Dickens Charlotte Bronte 2.
Chapter 4 : Is Heathcliff a Murderer? â€“ Icon Books
LibraryThing Review User Review - delphica - LibraryThing (#7 in the book challenge) Each chapter of this book is
devoted to a specific work of 19th century English literature, addressing some burning question that is not answered with
complete clarity.

Chapter 5 : Prof John Sutherland - Literature
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2. Is Heathcliff a murderer?: great puzzles in nineteenth-century literature. Can Jane Eyre be happy?: more puzzles in
classic fiction: 2.

Chapter 6 : Can Jane Eyre Be Happy?: More Puzzles in Classic Fiction by John Sutherland
In this entertaining book, John Sutherland explores literary puzzles from English literature of the 19th century. It
represents the 1st book in a series of four such books.
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